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Background
› 1999 -Tampere – asserted principle of mutual
recognition as cornerstone of EU judicial co-operation
› 2000 – Programme of measures to implement mutual
recognition in criminal matters stated that MR was 
designed to
› strengthen co-operation between MS
› enhance protection of individual rights
› ease process of rehabilitating offenders
› contribute to legal certainty in the EU
› MR presupposes trust in MS’ criminal justice systems
based on a shared commitment to…”respect for human
rights, fundamental freedoms and the rule of law”  
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Principal MR characteristics
› issuing state and executing state
› not merely a matter of new terminology
› based on issuing/execution of
› ‘order + certificate’ or ‘genuine warrant’
› no more exequatur/conversion/locus-based procedure
› at least not initially (e.g. EAW & EC explanatory report)
› in meantime: changing (e.g. custodial sentences)
› no more dual criminality requirement
› for standardised list 32+ offence types
› according to definition issuing MS (+ punishable 3y+)
› roll-out through FDs
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Overview/assessment
› pre-trial detention & non-custodial pre-trial measures
› 2002 FD on the EAW and the surrender of persons
› 2009 FD on supervision order
› assessment: MR improves previous situation
› no solid arguments for MR flanking measures
› execution of sentences
› 2002 FD on the EAW and the surrender of persons
› 2008 FD on MR custodial sentences & depriv. of liberty
› (2008 FD on probation orders & alternative sanctions)
› assessment: MR creates new problems
› flanking measures to be considered
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2008 FD custodial sentences (1)
› buzzwords (official rationale)
› social rehabilitation and succesful reintegration
› however: position prisoner/executing MS radically changed
› executing MS can adapt, refuse to recognise or enforce a 
sentence if containing aspects which cannot be executed in 
accordance with legal system – articles 8.2/8.3 & 9.1 (k)
› incompatibilities concerning duration and nature
› adaption according to sanction for similar offences
› difficult in case of lack of dual criminality
› should no result in aggravation (standard scale?)
› psychiatric/health care measure
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2008 FD custodial sentences (2)
› law executing MS applies to execution of sentence
› possible withdrawal certificate if law on early or
conditional release unsatisfactory to issuing MS
› various problems with enforcement modalities
› electronic monitoring
› autonomous sanction or mere modality?
› house or weekend arrest
› etc
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Other problems
› as for pre-trial detention, be it even more relevant
› material conditions
› differences in health care
› disciplinary regime
› etc
› free movement of persons
› position of the victim
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Questions & discussion
